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Good
Performance
We give runners the power to challenge themselves 
every day through our commitment to innovation, 
design, and boundary-pushing products. 

Be inspired by our ambassadors and professional 
athletes that show us the way to new personal bests 
and heights. 

Good
Health
We support the whole runner, from sole to soul,
with inspirational stories and programs inspired by
experiences and educational initiatives. 

Over the years our running- and mental coaches have 
invited millions to running. Encouraging a healthy and 
balanced lifestyle through the power of running. And 
they continue to do so to this day. 
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Good
Community
We run for ourselves and for our communities. Running 
brings out the best in us. We support good deeds, good 
ideas and good sportsmanship worldwide.

Good
Earth
We care about the world we live and run in. That’s why we choose our materials and processes with the future 
of our roads, trails and planet in mind. While we’ve taken a step forward by using recycled plastic, we can’t stop 
there. Recycled plastic is still plastic—so even though it’s more sustainable, it’s still a burden on the environment.

However, at the moment it’s not possible to extract the same level of performance runners crave out of sustainable 
mid soles. Yet. We are getting there though. We’ve set ourselves the bold goal to have achieved this by 2022.

But in the meantime we are not letting our used shoes go to waste. We are collecting them and grinding them up. 
Giving them new life as a track so you might run on them again. Or as safety tiles so our kids can play burden free.
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Endorphin 
Collection 
2.0
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Runs like a dream.

Triumph19
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Road
Tried and true.
For over a century, we’ve been pushing the pace 
with equal parts passion and precision – always 
packed with pure performance for the goodness 
of the run ahead. Whether you’re just starting 
out or loyal to the sport, we know one thing 
holds true – one good run leads to another.

Endorphin Pro2

Endorphin Speed2

Endorphin Shift2

Triumph19

Ride14

Guide14

Kinvara12 

Omni20

Echelon8
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Endorphin Pro2
Faster than your wildest dreams. 
It debuted at the head of the pack, and now the Endorphin Pro2 is here to rewrite your race 
pace. Again. Improved fit and support let you focus on the finish line, while our winning 
combo of ultralight PWRRUNPB and a carbon fibre plate propel you there at top speed.

Roll to a new PB 

SPEEDROLL Technology propels you forward with the feeling 
of continuous momentum. Elevated cushioning and a stiff 
forefoot combine for an instantly responsive ride so you can 
run faster, not harder. 

Fastest to the finish 
 
The Endorphin Pro2 combines ultralight and springy 
PWRRUNPB cushioning with our signature S-curve carbon fibre 
plate for maximum SPEEDROLL effect. Getting more out of 
each stride makes running at top speed feel easier, so you get 
to the finish line faster.

New, winning fit 
 
Improved heel support and an updated lacing system provide 
an even better fit than before, giving you a distraction-free ride 
start to finish. 

Good for the earth 
 
This style contains recycled materials.

N E W

Weight
Men 213g

Women 179g

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUNPB

Offset
8mm 

(35.5mm / 27.5mm)

Category
Speed

UVP
CHF 249.90

Good things to know

Key details

W
o

m
en

M
en

COLOUR (3) Reverie
S20687-40

COLOUR (3) Reverie
S10687-40

COLOUR (6) Royal / White
S20687-30

COLOUR (6) Royal / White
S10687-30 7



Endorphin Speed2
Podium-worthy. On and off the course. 
Building on an award-winning year, the Endorphin Speed2 is back with its just-right combo 
of ultralight PWRRUNPB cushioning and a flexible nylon plate. It shines for both speed work 
and long miles, workouts and race day. Finally, a shoe that works as hard as you do.

Rolling in speed 
SPEEDROLL Technology propels you forward with the feeling 
of continuous momentum. Its two core variables are elevated 
cushioning and a stiff forefoot, which together result in an 
instantly responsive ride so you can run faster, not harder. 

Versatile energy return 
 
The Endorphin Speed2 combines ultralight and springy 
PWRRUNPB cushioning with a full-length, semi-rigid nylon 
plate that’s more flexible than carbon fiber, resulting  
in a powerful SPEEDROLL effect that works for both  
speed workouts and races. 

Superior fit 
 
We worked with our athletes to fine-tune the heel  
shape and fit for a locked-in feeling, mile after mile. 

Good for the earth 
 
This style contains recycled materials.

N E W

Weight
Men 221g

Women 192g

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUNPB

Offset
8mm 

(35.5mm / 27.5mm)

Category
Speed

UVP
CHF 219.90

Good things to know

Key details

W
o

m
en

M
en

COLOUR (3) Reverie
S20688-40

COLOUR (3) Reverie
S10688-40

COLOUR (6) Royal / Black
S20688-30

COLOUR (6) Royal / Blaze
S10688-30



Endorphin Shift2
Make every day feel like your best day. 
The Endorphin Shift2 is the definition of effortless performance. It mixes a lofty bed of 
PWRRUN cushioning with propulsive SPEEDROLL Technology so you get more out of each 
stride. And with its perfect touch of stability, you can count on lots of feel-good miles, 
every day of the week. 

Rock and roll 
SPEEDROLL Technology propels you forward with the 
feeling of continuous momentum. Elevated cushioning 
and a stiff forefoot combine for an instantly responsive 
ride so you can run faster, not harder. 

Feels refreshingly plush  
 
Its thick bed of springy PWRRUN cushioning alone provides 
a plusher take on SPEEDROLL and makes the Endorphin 
Shift2 perfect for every distance and any day of the week, 
especially those when you want your shoes to do a little 
more work for you.

Streamlined stability 
 
A new, trimmed-down TPU heel counter shaves off weight 
while providing great heel fit. Up top, enjoy a more breathable 
mesh for all-day comfort. 

Good for the earth 
 
This style contains recycled materials.

N E W

Weight
Men 295g

Women 261g

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUN

Offset
4mm 

(38mm / 34mm)

Category
Structured  
Cushioning

UVP
CHF 189.90

Good things to know

Key details

W
o

m
en

M
en

COLOUR (3) Reverie
S20689-40

COLOUR (3) Reverie
S10689-40

COLOUR (6) Space / Mulberry
S20689-30

COLOUR (6) Razzle / Limelight
S10689-30 9



Triumph19
Runs like a dream. 
Sometimes everything clicks—you lace up, take a few opening strides, and 
just get lost in the miles. That’s the magic of the Triumph19. With a plush bed of PWRRUN+ 
cushioning and its light-as-air feel, you’ll be looking forward to your long run all week.

Dreamy cushioning 
Plush and responsive PWRRUN+ foam gives you
a luxurious feel for even your longest runs. 

Light-as-air feel
 
New engineered mono-mesh upper and articulated eyerow 
provide a sleek, socklike fit that adapts to the foot.

Crafted design 
 
Soft suede detailing on the tongue and sides help 
you transition effortlessly from your workout to the 
rest of your day.

Good for the earth 
 
This style contains recycled materials.

N E W

Weight
Men 309g

Women 272g

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUN+

Offset
8mm 

(32.5mm / 24.5mm)

Category
Neutral

UVP
CHF 199.90

Good things to know

Key details

W
o

m
en

M
en

COLOUR (6) Royal / Space
S20678-30

COLOUR (6) Razzle / Blaze
S10678-30

COLOUR (12) Black / White
S20678-10

COLOUR (12) Black / White
S10678-10



Ride14
Are you in for the Ride? 
The evolution of the reliable Ride14 combines the comfort and cushioning you’d  
expect with a new bolder, faster design you’ll want to wear well past the run.

Consistently good cushioning  
PWRRUN cushioning continues to provide just the  
right amount of softness, yet responsive enough  
to tackle as many miles as you wish. 

Bolder and faster 
 
Inspired by wear testing and consumer feedback, the 
updated shape and handcrafted feel deliver a sleek,  
secure profile that’s faster and more dynamic than before.

Slipper-like fit 
 
The clean look of FORMFIT combines a new and  
improved engineered mesh to optimize breathability 
with a lighter, thinner internal construction for 
a comfortable and custom fit.

Weight
Men 266g

Women 238g

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUN

Offset
8mm 

(32mm / 24mm)

Category
Neutral

UVP
CHF 189.90

Good things to know

Key details

COLOUR (3) Reverie
S20650-40

COLOUR (3) Reverie
S10650-40

W
o

m
en

M
en

COLOUR (6) Royal/Space/Black
S20650-30

COLOUR (6) Razzle / Fairytale
S10650-30

COLOUR (12) VIZI / Scarlet
S20650-20

COLOUR (12) Powder / Concord 
S10650-20



Guide14
Confident strides forward.
Guiding your every mile, the Guide14 is pure performance in a shoe. You’ll even want to wear 
it past your workout. The look is clean, the ride is smooth and, most importantly, you’ll be 
confident with every stride forward.

Eye-opening comfort
Newly formulated PWRRUN foam packs in more 
responsiveness with a softer feel than most other EVA 
formulations, so it delivers a livelier sensation than what 
stability-seeking runners are accustomed to.

Flawless stability 
 
The tonal medial TPU guidance frame and 3D-engineered 
fascia in the upper both help deliver 360 degrees of stability 
while disappearing into the design of the shoe for a clean 
overall look.

Distraction-free fit 
 
FORMFIT addresses the collective constructions that help our 
shoes wrap and fit around your entire foot, and the Guide14 
has been streamlined to achieve more comfort with less bulk. 
Runners will primarily notice this in the enhanced heel fit and a 
generally lighter feel on foot.

Weight
Men 298g

Women 266g

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUN

Offset
8mm 

(32.5mm / 24.5mm)

Category
Structured 
Cushioning

UVP
CHF 189.90

Good things to know

Key details

W
o

m
en

M
en

COLOUR (3) Reverie
S20654-40

COLOUR (3) Reverie
S10654-40

COLOUR (6) Mulberry / Lime
S20654-30

COLOUR (6) Blue Blaze / Berry
S10654-30

COLOUR (12) Charcoal/VIZIGold
 S20654-45

COLOUR (12) Charcoal / Rose
S10654-4512



Kinvara12
Light speeds ahead.
The Kinvara12 is our trusted go-fast trainer, further refined to make the most of less. Made 
lighter with a simplified upper, the ride feels as fast as ever—with the flex needed to get 
you to the start line stronger and the finish line sooner. 

Feels light and fast
PWRRUN cushioning maintains the lightweight 
responsiveness that makes this shoe a favorite  
for daily training miles or racing longer distances.  

More aggressive handling 
 
The addition of more ground contact adds power  
to the flexible ride, making the transition from landing 
to takeoff even faster. 

Stripped-down comfort 
 
Lightweight printing gives just enough structure  
to the breathable, adaptable mesh upper to feel  
secure without weighing you down.  

Weight
Men 213g

Women 184g

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUN

Offset
4mm 

(28.5mm / 24.5mm)

Category
Speed

UVP
CHF 169.90

Good things to know

Key details

W
o

m
en

M
en

COLOUR (3) Reverie
S20619-40

COLOUR (3) Reverie
S10619-40 

COLOUR (6) ViZi / Scarlet
S20619-30

COLOUR (6) Fairytale / Razzle
S10619-30



Omni20
Same heart. New sole.
The Omni20 is back with its signature support and a smoother ride than ever before. With 
SPEEDROLL-inspired geometry, it’s a faster take on stability that perfectly celebrates the 
20th anniversary of this Saucony classic.

More feel-good cushioning   
PWRRUN cushioning provides just-right softness and  
a springy, more responsive feel than you’d expect from  
a shoe this supportive.

Speedy stability 
 
Its extended medial post provides plenty of familiar support 
while SPEEDROLL-inspired geometry gives you a feeling  
of more momentum with every stride.

Stable doesn’t mean stiff 
 
With FORMFIT construction that hugs your foot and  
an updated flex-groove configuration, the Omni delivers  
the perfect ride for lots of easygoing miles.

Good for the earth 
 
This style contains recycled materials.

N E W

Weight
Men 323g

Women  278g

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUN

Offset
8mm 

(34mm / 26mm)

Category
Stability

UVP
CHF 189.90

Good things to know

Key details

W
o

m
en

M
en

COLOUR (6) Royal / Black
S20681-30

COLOUR (6) Blue Blaze / Raz
S10681-30



Echelon8
A feel-good ride that accommodates all who run.
For those who need a protective shoe that meets a wide-range of needs, the generous 
and accommodating Echelon 8 welcomes them with feel-good cushioning, a balanced 
and stable ride, and a secure fit.

More feel-good cushioning
New PWRRUN cushioning provides just-right 
softness and a springy, more responsive feel  
for endless miles of comfort.

Stable as ever
 
The shoe’s solid foundation feels even more stable 
thanks to a new lightweight midfoot support panel.

Generous and secure fit
 
Those with orthotics, or flat and voluminous feet find 
comfort in the spacious FORMFIT construction, made  
even more secure with a new 3D heel counter.

Weight
Men 354g

Women 309g

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUN

Offset
8mm 

(35mm / 27mm)

Category
Structured 
Cushioning

UVP
CHF 179.90

Good things to know

Key details

W
o

m
en

M
en

COLOUR (6) Shadow / Mulberry
S20574-31

COLOUR (6) Space / Razzle
S10574-31 15



Trail
Unplug, dig in and run on.
If your journey begins where the road ends, 
then you’re ready to take a peak and attack the 
terrain ahead. Traction packed with versatility 
and durability, our new trail line is built to tackle 
every off-road adventure.

EndorphinTRAIL

Xodus11

Excursion TR15GTX

Peregrine11

Peregrine11 ST

Peregrine11 GTX

PeregrineICE+
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EndorphinTRAIL

Rolling hills meet their match 

Revolutionary SPEEDROLL Technology now goes off-road, 
propelling you over trails with the feeling of continuous 
momentum. 

Versatile energy return 
 
The EndorphinTRAIL features a lofty bed of our most premium 
PWRRUN PB cushioning, wrapped in a net mesh for added 
durability over long miles.

Just-right fit and protection 
 
Comfortable, quick-fit trail sleeve gives you  
added protection from dirt and debris.

Good for the earth 
 
This style contains recycled materials.

N E W

Weight
Men 295g

Women 255g

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUNPB

Offset
4mm 

(36.5mm / 32.5mm)

Good things to know

Key details
Category

Rugged Terrain
UVP

CHF 229.90
Lugs 
5mm

Climbs mountains. Podiums, too.  
The EndorphinTRAIL takes our revolutionary, race-ready SPEEDROLL Technology off-road for 
the first time, delivering a propulsive running experience like no other. This lightweight yet 
maximally cushioned shoe will carry you up, down, and over even the gnarliest of trails,  
so that no matter the distance, your time in the wild feels like a dream.

W
o

m
en

M
en

COLOUR (3) Reverie
S20647-40

COLOUR (3) Reverie
S10647-40 17



Xodus11
We’ve reached a new peak. 
Get out and stay out in our most cushioned trail shoe that’s ready for long days on rugged 
terrain. An aggressive lug pattern and PWRTRAC rubber outsole ensure great grip, while 
PWRRUN+ cushioning lends a full-suspension ride over as many miles as you can cover. 
Lace up and test your limits in the Xodus11. 

Unending grip 
Aggressive, multi-directional 5mm lugs combine with 
PWRTRAC rubber to give you the control and traction  
to confidently tackle any terrain. 

Full-suspension feel 
 
Run longer and more comfortably with energizing  
PWRRUN+ cushioning and the protection of a rock  
plate underfoot. 

Durable and breathable 
 
The new durable engineered mesh upper  
allows you to run longer with greater comfort. 

N E W

Weight
Men 337g

Women 299g

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUN+

Offset
4mm 

(31.5mm / 27.5mm)

Category
Rugged Terrain

UVP
CHF 199.90

Lugs 
5mm

Good things to know

Key details

W
o

m
en

M
en

COLOUR (6) Scarlet / Olive
S20638-20

COLOUR (6) Jade / Mauve
S10638-20



Excursion TR15 GTX®

Rugged outsole 

Grippy lugs on the outsole are made 
with carbon rubber for rock-solid footing. 

Versatile cushioning 
 
A moderate stack VERSARUN cushioning packs  
plenty of underfoot comfort no matter the destination.

Durable protection 
 
The trail-specific mesh with supportive overlays locks your 
foot into place and protects from debris without looking  
or feeling bulky. 

N E W

Weight
Men 292g

Women 247g

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning
VERSARUN

Offset
8mm 

(30mm / 22mm)

Good things to know

Key details
Category

Rugged Terrain
UVP

CHF 149.90
Lugs 

4.5mm

All-terrain trusted.
The Excursion TR15 GTX packs the necessities for a good time—essential cushioning, 
rugged traction, and durable protection—with a new streamlined look for wherever 
the trail takes you.

W
o

m
en

M
en

COLOUR (12) Black / Shadow
S20672-1 

COLOUR (12) Black / Jade
S10672-1 19



Peregrine11

Grip that won’t slip 

Aggressive lugs made of PWRTRAC tacky rubber conform  
to dig in and confidently grip a wide variety of terrains. 

Feels rock steady 

PWRRUN cushioning supplies a responsive feel while 
a rock plate ensures additional protection for pushing 
uphill and driving downhill with confidence. 

Durable speed

The new ultralight, durable top layer adds durability to the 
comfortable air mesh bootie so nothing snags your speed.

Weight
Men 310g

Women 270g

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUN

Offset
4mm  

(27mm / 23mm)

Good things to know

Key details
Category

Rugged Terrain
UVP

CHF 179.90
Lugs 
5mm

Hit the trails at peak speed.
Feel the speed and grip of the always-capable Peregrine11. Built on a trusted foundation 
of PWRTRAC rubber lugs and PWRRUN cushioning, it delivers a ride that feels both 
aggressive and responsive. And with an even more protective upper than before,  
it’s packed with everything you need to move fast over any type of rugged terrain. 

W
o

m
en

M
en

COLOUR (6) Alloy / Olive / VIZI
S20641-20

COLOUR (6) Royal / Space / Fire
S20641-30

COLOUR (6) Shadow / Jade
S10641-20

COLOUR (6) Royal / Limelight
S10641-30



Peregrine11 ST

Dig-deep traction 

Deeper multi-directional PWRTRAC lugs give the ultimate grip, 
specifically made to handle wet, muddy terrain.

Feels rock steady

PWRRUN cushioning provides a responsive feel while 
a rock plate ensures additional protection for pushing  
uphill and driving downhill with confidence. 

Keeps debris out 

The debris-resistant upper is reinforced with 3D-printed 
overlays and a mesh shield over the tongue for ample 
protection.

Weight
Men 326g

Women 288g

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUN

Offset
4mm 

(27mm / 23mm)

Good things to know

Key details
Category
Soft Terrain

UVP
CHF 189.90

Lugs 
6.5mm

Go off trail. Not off speed.
When the ground gets soft, the Peregrine11 ST goes hard. Taking the responsive feel of our 
most versatile trail shoe, this specialized version comes equipped with deeper lugs, spaced 
out to dig in and shed mud fast. Plus, the upper is reinforced to keep dirt and debris out,  
so you can focus on the adventure ahead.

W
o

m
en

M
en

COLOUR (6) Space / Royal
S20644-30

COLOUR (6) Shadow / Raz / Lime
S10644-30 21



Peregrine11 GTX

Keeps water out 

GORE-TEX® Invisible Fit technology provides 
best-in-class waterproof protection without  
making the shoe feel stiff or bulky.

Grip that won’t slip 

Aggressive lugs made of PWRTRAC tacky rubber conform 
to dig in and confidently grip a wide variety of terrain. 

Feels rock steady

PWRRUN cushioning provides a responsive feel while 
a rock plate ensures additional protection for pushing
uphill and driving downhill with confidence.

Weight
Men 326g

Women 288g

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUN

Offset
8mm 

(27mm / 23mm)

Good things to know

Key details
Category

Rugged Terrain
UVP

CHF 219.90
Lugs 
5mm

Plow through every puddle.
Even in the wettest conditions, feet stay dry and comfortable in the waterproof 
Peregrine 11 GTX®. You get all the grip and power you expect from our most trusted trail shoe 
with the lightweight, flexible protection of GORE-TEX® technology. Simply, rain and snow 
cannot get in and slow down your trail adventures. 

W
o

m
en

M
en

COLOUR (6)  Black / Gravel
S20643-45 

COLOUR (6)  Black / Cherry
S10643-45



N E W

PeregrineICE+

Your most confident strides

Vibram Arctic Grip Technology provides unparalleled traction 
in wet, slippery conditions, so you can take to the trails and 
roads at full speed, all winter long.

Feels responsive and plush

PWRRUN cushioning provides just-right softness that’s springy 
and responsive for both your warmup run to the trailhead and 
the day’s adventures beyond.

Run through anything

Its weather-resistant upper helps keep you going through 
rain, snow, mud and whatever else you encounter out in the 
wild.

Lighter footprint 
 
This style contains recycled materials.

Weight
Men 301g

Women 252g

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUN

Offset
4mm 

(26mm / 22mm)

Good things to know

Key details
Category

Neutral
Lugs 
4mm

Get a grip on winter running.
This weatherized take on our award-winning Peregrine trail shoe is just what you need to 
keep your pace up all winter long. A protective upper combines with Vibram Arctic Grip 
Technology for outstanding traction in wet, slippery conditions, giving you the confidence 
to tackle treacherous trails and roads alike.

UVP
CHF 199.90

W
o

m
en

M
en

COLOR (12) Black / VIZI
S20675-1 

COLOR (12) Black / Jade
S10675-1 23



Competition
The winning advantage.
We compete to win. Saucony Competition 
Shoes give us the advantage we need by 
arming us with features specifically designed 
to excel at each distance or event— at any 
level of competition.

Fastwitch9

24



Competition
Fastwitch9

Your guide to fast finishes.
The speedy Fastwitch9 has what you need to accelerate from finisher to competitor 
efficiently—a light feel, responsivecushioning, guidance for your gait and aggressive 
traction.

Aggressive outsole
Tacky, durable PWRTRAC provides exceptional  
traction to keep you cruising towards the finish line.

More smooth miles 
 
An SSL EVA midsole provides enough 
cushioning to keep you comfortable but doesn’t 
weigh you down, and the medial post keeps you 
feeling guided.

Fit for all
 
The engineered mesh upper keeps your foot locked in for 
speed but maintains exceptional flexibility.

Weight
Men 190g

Women 167g

Sizes
Men 7-13, 14, 15

Women 5-12

Cushioning
PWRRUN

Offset
4mm 

(18mm / 14mm)

Category
Competition

UVP
CHF 159.90

Good things to know

Key details

W
o

m
en

M
en

COLOUR (6) Future / Blue
S29053-25

COLOUR (6) Future / Pink
S19053-25 25



Ride14

Kinvara12

Peregrine11 Shield

Kids
N E W

Ride14

Sizes
Kids’ 1-7

Key details
UVP

CHF 79.90

Good things to know

Lightweight and flexible 
one piece mesh upper with 
sublimation print and 3D 
print details 

Hot melt toe cap added for 
durability

 

Lace closure for secure fit 

Recycled PET linings 

Non-marking full rubber 
outsole for durability

G
ir

l
B

oy
/U

ni
se

x

ViZi
SK265362

Bold / Pink
SK165318

26



Kinvara12

Sizes
Kids’ 10.5-7

Key details

Peregrine11 Shield

Sizes
Kids’ 10.5-7

Key details
UVP

CHF 69.90
UVP

CHF 79.90

Good things to know

New outsole with PWRRUN 
cushioning for a lightweight 
feel

Lightweight knit upper with 
toe cap for durability  
 
Engineered mesh for 
structure or stretch and 
enhanced breathability 

 
 

No-sew material application 
for a lightweight, seamless, 
and flexible feel 
FORM2U memory foam 
technology in the footbed  

Recycled PET linings

FORMFIT performance 
contoured footbed  
 
TRI-FLEX rubberized lugs 
for grip  

Rubber at toe and heel 
for durability  

Traditional lace closure 
for a secure fit  

Antimicrobial treatment 
lining to minimize the risk 
of odour causing bacteria  
 
Non-marking rubber outsole 
for durability

G
ir

l
B

oy
/U

ni
se

x

ViZi
SK265363

lue / Pink
SK165077

Good things to know

DWR-treated water repellent 
upper for protection

Leather and mesh upper 

Traditional lace closure 
for a secure fit 

Reinforced toe 
cap for durability 

Antimicrobial treatment 
lining to minimize the risk 
of odour causing bacteria 

Non-marking rugged and 
durable outsole for long 
lasting all-terrain traction 

G
ir

l
B

oy
/U

ni
se

x
ViZi
SK265367

Turq Multi
SK165107
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SWITZERLAND / LIECHTENSTEIN

 
 
 
 

Hornimattstrasse 22
CH-5103 Wildegg
office@merznet.ch
www.merznet.ch

T. +41 (0)62 888 8090
F. +41 (0)62 888 8091


